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4 of 4 review helpful It has been the media headlines hellip By John P Jones III hellip that brought this book to mind It 
seems that every day there is one or more killings and sometimes they achieve a ldquo spectacular rdquo rating 
meaning at least double digits and that keeps the media rsquo s attention for a few days For the West a lot seems to 
have to do with the purported conflict with Islam But a lot is al Robert Kaplan bestselling author of Balkan Ghosts 
nbsp offers up scrupulous far ranging insights on the world to come in a spirited rousing and provocative book that has 
earned a place at the top of the reading lists of the world s policy makers The end of the Cold War has not ushered in 
the global peace and prosperity that many had anticipated Volatile new democracies in Eastern Europe fierce tribalism 
in Africa civil war and ethnic violen com Robert Kaplan warns of a bifurcated world divided between societies like 
ours producing goods and services that the rest of the world wants and those mired in various forms of chaos This is a 
familiar theme for previous Kaplan readers Balkan Ghos 
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